
than 100,000 m2 net exhibition space. Almost 105,000 trade

visitors from all five continents travelled to the Rhine. 

EuroShop cooperates with Japanshop
The cooperation between Messe Düsseldorf as organisers

of EuroShop and the Nikkei Media Group as organiser of

Japanshop has entered a new dimension. The

“EuroShop/Japanshop Design Award”, to be presented at

EuroShop for the first time, was originated as a joint

venture. The aim is to honour outstanding Japanese design

that makes a reference to the country’s traditions while

reflecting its very essence, the Japanese, on the one hand.

On the other, the initiators wish to make this the especially

Japanese design visible to Europeans. 

In late October the second preliminaries for the entries

to the “EuropShop//Japanshop Design Award” took place in

Tokyo. The response to this competition – albeit held for

the first time – was astonishingly strong: in the “Realised

Projects” category to the tune of 180 entries were received

including restaurants, stores, beauty parlours, entire

shopping malls and hotels. In the “Design Ideas and

Proposals” category over 50 very abstract ideas were

submitted from such Japanese aesthetic categories as

“kawaii” (roughly translates as cute) to concrete draft

designs for a store on Tokyo’s luxury “Ginza” shopping mile.

From all of these entries the jury selected 17 realised

projects and eight ideas for the second shortlist, which will

then be subject to further discussion and evaluation.

Acting as Chairman of the international jury was Hiroshi

Kashiwagi, Professor at the Musashino Art University and

curator of the exhibition “Japanese Design Today” at the

reddot design museum in Essen. He was joined by Hiroshi

Yoneya of the interior design office Tonerico and also a

curator and designer of various exhibitions on Japanese

design, as well as Roland Wels of the European-Japanese

exhibition stand construction company Welkam. Also

represented were representatives of Messe Düsseldorf

(Japan) and the renowned Japanese business newspaper

Nihon Keizai Shimbun. 

The shortlist now includes one hotel, three different

restaurants and two stores. The concepts range from purist,

Zen-like, minimalist concrete and steel as one extreme to

warm, pale wood and parchment paper as the other.

Among the “Design Ideas” there was one compelling

concept that re-interprets the Japanese “Manga-Café” – with

small, secluded rooms for individual use.                            

The winner selected from this shortlist to receive the

EuroShop// Japanshop Design Award will finally be

announced in a festive award ceremony at EuroShop 2011.

The winner of the competition will personally present their

project at EuroShop on 27 February 2011 as part of a

“Japanese Design & EuroShop” event and, hence, to the

“Who’s Who” of the retail design scene. A second

presentation will take place as part of a seminar  held at

Japanshop in early March 2011. �

Sponsor:

www.ehi.org

Messe Düsseldorf GmbH
Postfach 101006
40001 Düsseldorf
Germany
Tel. +49 (0)2 11/45 60-900
Fax +49 (0)2 11/45 60-668
www.messe-duesseldorf.de
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at EuroShop 2011.

Before you run out of ideas:
  innovative shop design –

Display and functionality are crucial for successful 
shop design. Be inspired – at EuroShop 2011, the 
world‘s largest and most important trade fair for 
the retail industry and its partners.

Further information at www.euroshop.de

EuroShop 2011
The mecca for the global 
retail industry

Interest in the world’s most
important trade fair for retail’s
investment needs and its partners

is as high as ever.  In the 15
EuroShop exhibition halls over
96,000 square metres of net
exhibition space have been rented
already.     

Commenting on figures Elke

Moebius, EuroShop Director at Messe

Düsseldorf, said: “The current level of

reservations is excellent. This is all the

more positive since the situation in

global retail is rather tight at the

moment. Our talks with exhibitors and

retail experts show that the standing of

EuroShop as a leading international

trade fair for all investment needs in

retail is unabated. Many exhibitors

deliberately orient their product

innovations and portfolios towards the

EuroShop dates,” Moebius goes on to

say. 

Every three years EuroShop sets

standards for quality, diversity and

internationality. In the coming year it will

again be divided up into four

independent segments because it is

precisely this clear segmentation and

coherence despite the enormous

diversity of ranges that is so

characteristic of EuroShop. The

EuroConcept area pools exhibits for

shop fitting, store furnishings, lighting,

flooring, Architecture & Store Design as

well as chilling cabinets and refrigeration

systems. EuroSales is the name of the

segment presenting all facets of visual

marketing, sales promotion and POS

marketing while the EuroCIS area

displays innovative IT and retail security

technology. EuroExpo finally caters to

exhibition stand construction, design

and event management.

In addition to this, many special

presentations provide creative, inno-

vative and informative inspirations for

the retail universe today, tomorrow and

further in the future. The EuroShop

Designer Village as a platform for

architects’ offices and design studios

allows visitors to gather ideas for the

design of future stores and information

on the latest trends in a pooled display.

At the POPAI Village European and

international member companies of

POPAI (Point of Purchase Advertising

International) are presented jointly to

the EuroShop audience to map the

complete cross-section of POP

marketing.   

At “Eco-Park” EuroShop devotes a

dedicated platform to the sustainability

theme for the first time now since

retailers’ interest is enormous. Especially

in the fields of lighting and chilling

cabinets substantial costs can be saved

through energy-efficient solutions

thereby generating a correspondingly

positive impact on the CO2 balance. In

shop fitting, too, there is growing

awareness about ecological

responsibility. The choice of materials

focuses ever more frequently on natural

products taking subsequent re-use or

low-pollutant discharge into

consideration. 

In addition to the top enterprises in

the investment goods sector visitors will

also find practitioner-driven forums,

high-calibre congresses and coveted

awards. The Retail Design Conference of

the EHI Retail Institute as a Euro-

Concept special event traditionally

marks the kick-off here. The relevant

highlight for EuroCIS will be the

presentation of the coveted Retail

Technology Awards Europe while for the

EuroSales segment the Global POPAI

Conference will be held at EuroShop.

Furthermore, trade visitors can use and

attend free forums for the entire

duration of the trade fair: the EuroShop

Forum Architecture & Design, the POPAI

Forum and the EuroCIS Forum. All

congresses and forums are bilingual

(German and English). 

In 2008 EuroShop boasted 1,895

exhibitors from 48 countries on more

Supporting programme has high-calibre
congresses, coveted awards and innovative
special shows in store 
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demands a change in thinking when it

comes to decisions about which lighting

concept is the better investment in the

future,” she continues.

Energy conservation and

environmental awareness are also top

priorities for Carrier: “Ecological

responsibility is one of the core values

that Carrier constantly accommodates

through continuous improvement of

products, services, processes and

sensitisation. Consequently this core

topic will dominate the trade fair

appearance of Carrier at the next

EuroShop,” explains Christoph

Brouwers, Director of CO2O Business

Team, Carrier Commercial Refrigeration

EMEA.

The shortening of product and

collection rhythms and the increasing

competition through the Internet with

its fast reaction times lead to stock

renewal in increasingly 

shorter intervals. Renovation cycles

have shortened again to an average of

8.7 years in food retail and 6.9 years in

the non-food retail sector. Roughly one-

third of those surveyed begin thinking

about an entirely new store concept

after five years, regardless of industry.

Businesses spent 1.37 billion euros last

year for shop fittings alone, close to the

same level of investment as in 2006

(1.33 billion euros).

Current concepts are characterised

by a high level of importance placed on

market image, particularly in the food

and fashion sectors. “More and more,

the sales areas, shop fittings and

products are adapted to the respective

brand, so that the customer steps into a

uniform, authentic shopping world. The

trend toward individual shop design

remains unchecked,” reports Matthias

Hummel, Managing Director of Vizona

GmbH, and continues, “The use of

natural materials derived from

sustainable cultivation that are

recyclable, as well as energy-optimised

lighting (green store) are becoming

increasingly important. Moreover, sales

spaces that are quickly and easily

modifiable, so that customers are

surprised again and again, will dominate

in the future.”

Sonja Scheidl, responsible for

marketing at Umdasch Shop Concept

GmbH, detects the following trends in

shopfitting: “Mulitmedia walls,

interactive shop windows, changing

atmospheric pictures through

LEDs…these are all topics for the

future. Large-scale projection onto

facades and other large areas opens the

door to new possibilities. One

catchphrase in this context is “media

architecture”. LED lighting is

transforming from spot lighting to

(sales) area lighting applications,

though currently it is not quite there

yet.” Scheidl also predicts that those

people who are open to exploring new

things will succeed: “In the future those

businesses and concepts that can

synchronise the digital world with the

physical world will flourish. It will be

necessary to continuously animate

consumers to communicate and interact

– on the sales floor and on all channels.

For this reason our shops will need to

look different in the future.”

Nevertheless, at 435 euros per

square metre shopfitting costs in textile

retail are slightly recessionary

compared to the reference year 2006; in

food retail they have only very slightly

increased. Process optimisation, a high

level of standardisation in shopfitting

and an expansion of the supplier

portfolio through new partners from

abroad significantly contributed to this

fact.

Internet bidding as a procurement

tool, a growing percentage of foreign

suppliers, primarily from Eastern

Europe, and shorter product cycles

have further increased cost pressure in

the shopfitting market. Thus extra

services, personal customer care and

comprehensive after-sales service take

on greater significance and support the

still very high level of supplier loyalty in

German-speaking retail.

The preliminary results of the study

(effective September 2010) are currently

based on information from trading

companies in Germany and Switzerland.

On the German market they represent

roughly 25 percent of overall retail

revenue. The study is based exclusively

on personal interviews.

The complete study will be available

in time for the upcoming EuroShop in

February 2011 from EHI Publishing,

www.ehi.org.  �
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EuroShop 2011 Reflects
the Results of the EHI
Ladenmonitor 2011

The total investments in new

construction and renovations

of retail stores in 2009 was

6.04 billion euros and thus roughly

one billion euros higher than in the

reference year, 2006 (5.1 billion

euros). This is communicated in the

first excerpts from the EHI Retail

Institute's “Ladenmonitor 2011+”,

published in September 2010     

The special focus is on investments in

modern environmental technology with

energy-saving benefits, predominately

energy-efficient lighting systems with

intelligent light control, as well as

cooling devices with significantly

improved energetic characteristics in

the food sector – areas in which the

highest savings potential is expected.

EuroShop 2011 exhibitors confirm

this trend: “Intelligent use of energy is a

mega-topic that will be in the forefront

for retail throughout the next decade

due to statutory provisions and

increasing electricity prices. In this

context, energy-efficient lighting

concepts – increasingly based on LEDs –

and electronic light control take on

great significance. LEDs will

revolutionise conventional lighting,”

predicts Andrea Kleppe, Marketing

Communications Director Lighting for

GAS and Philips Area Marketing Office.

“The recent past has shown that this is

happening more quickly than

anticipated. Thus the digitisation of light

Energy Optimisation Promotes Investments in retail
and investments in new construction and
renovations increase by one billion Euros 
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exceeding 6 m, for example hardware

stores, furniture stores and malls. 

Using efficient lighting and lowering

the wattage enables commercial

enterprises to lower their operational

costs noticeably. However, only the

overall concept including quality lighting

design, effective lighting technology,

intelligent lighting control and efficient

illuminants individually tailored to the

corresponding sales floors will exploit all

opportunities in connection with

economical and energy-efficient shop

lighting. And this can happen without

having to make concessions to quality or

modern, emotionalising shop design

and interesting merchandise display. The

trend amongst producers is moving

towards the development of holistic

solutions that are sustainable and offer

commercial enterprises investment

protection.

The increasing competitive pressure

forces retailers to adapt their sales floors

to new design trends and consumer

needs in increasingly short intervals, in

order to surprise and excite the

customers again and again. One third of

the companies surveyed across industry

sectors is already considering

completely new store concepts after five

years. Modern lighting design must be

forward-looking and able to anticipate

the trend towards modular and

adaptable furnishing and visual

merchandising concepts. “The focus will

be on flexible lighting solutions that can

be adapted accordingly to relocation or

new sorting of goods, merchandise

groups and product ranges. Even better

if this can be done without tools," says

Dr. Sandra Kossmann, Managing

Director of Bäro Company. Attractive

staging of the sales floors using

multimedia walls, interactive shop

windows, changing emotional scenes,

dramatic lighting effects that turn the

sales floor into a stage – these are the

tasks of shop lighting, and the

exhibitors at the Düsseldorf exhibition

halls are offering innovative solutions in

this regard. In many cases, the spotlight

is already on LED. 

Retailers may also expect innovations

in the area of light management systems

that ensure that the right light is used at

the right time and the right place in the

store in order to optimally integrate

natural light. The new technology also

allows for completely new stylistic

features of the bulbs. Minimalist design

perfectly accentuates the advantages of

LED technology. “Smaller, more flexible,

more durable,” this is Bäro Company’s

answer to the question regarding new

design trends in the lighting market.

The company states that this also

corresponds to retailers’ quest for

resource protection, individualism and

sustainability. Erco Company assumes

that the design of individual light bulbs

will recede “in favour of a synaesthetic

overall experience with staged lighting

and a dynamically interpreted

architecture.” Light fixtures are

increasingly becoming invisible sources

of light. The trend is moving towards

indirect illumination that reduces

uncomfortable glare, Ansorg Company

states. However, exhibitors at EuroShop

2011 will also present new products in

line with the contrary trend, Ansorg

continues. Light fixture design as a style

and CI instrument. In this function, the

fixtures take centre stage when it comes

to shop design. Colour and shape

provide a special atmosphere and

emotional accents or emphasise a

company’s corporate lighting

concepts. �
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Shop lighting between
emotion and efficiency

The entire range of modern
lighting technology and design
for shop lighting will be on

display in Hall 11 and parts of the
adjacent Hall 10 at the forthcoming
EuroShop exhibition in February.      

Whether lighting is used to promote

sales, as an emotional design medium

or in shop construction; whether it is

used as a corporate lighting concept or

to produce energy-efficient, sustainable

lighting architecture: The lighting

segment at EuroShop is amongst the

fastest growing areas. More than one

entire exhibition hall is being occupied

by the 150-plus international exhibitors.

Many companies that have only recently

entered into the shop lighting market

will be exhibiting for the first time. Their

various approaches will compete at the

industry forum. This offers retail visitors

the optimal opportunity to gather

information about the latest trends and

innovations. Thus, EuroShop will be

THE trend barometer for renewal

processes in the area of shop lighting in

the coming year.

According to the recent study of the

EHI Retail Institute, entitled

“Energiemanagement im Handel“

(Energy Management in Retail), shop

lighting is among the top investment

areas in 2010, as well. This is no

surprise, because lighting generates the

highest energy costs for retailers, and -

in conjunction with inefficient lighting

systems - it also drives up the costs for

air conditioning and cooling of the sales

floors. In addition, almost two thirds of

the surveyed retail companies reported

energy cost increases in the past year,

and they expect that in the years to

come these operation costs will rise

even further into the two-digit area.

Over the past years, many commercial

enterprises invested heavily into new

lighting concepts, mainly to improve the

presentation of merchandise. This led

to – in part significant – increases in

energy consumption, a trend which

must now be reversed. This can be

achieved through tailoring the use of

lighting to specific needs and also

through the use of energy-saving

fixtures and natural light. 

The exhibitors agree that energy and

economic efficiency will be the main

topic at EuroShop 2011, and that the

spotlight will be on digital lighting

technology and the possibilities it offers.

Thanks to technological quantum leaps

made in the last years, the energy-saving

LED light bulbs have “today achieved

the technical readiness to take over all

lighting functions in the retail sector”,

emphasizes Martin Krautter, Marketing,

Group Leader PR/Direct Marketing, at

Erco Company. In response, exhibitors

have significantly expanded their

product ranges. Because of the

increased economic lifetime and the

lower energy consumption, the retail

trade is expecting the LED technology

to generate significant cost reductions.

According to the unanimous opinion

of industry experts, digital lighting

technology will revolutionise the

lighting market. However, this does not

at all signal the end for analogous

lighting technology - there is still major

development potential when it comes

to energy efficiency. The proof is

brought forth by a new generation of

top-quality light bulbs that is expected

to generate high light output at low

energy consumption when used in

connection with innovative illuminants,

optimised light direction and electronic

control gear. EuroShop will also feature

solutions specifically developed for the

use in sales rooms with ceiling heights

LED: The hot topic in the retail scene 
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highly innovative packaging example

from a brand manufacturer, a very

complex product example shown by a

construction materials supplier and a

graphic example from the merchandise

presentation sector provided by a

leading sports article manufacturer.

These examples will clearly show what

potential is involved in expanding one’s

innovation horizon to include the

sustainability dimension, because the

results of these, in some cases, relatively

short innovation processes are more

than just impressive. 

The “Sustainovation” special show

will inform, involve and inspire the

visitors to EuroShop – and for that

reason alone make a positive

contribution to sustainable

development. Every store fitting expert,

retailer or product developer will take

new ideas or specific solution concepts

with them, which will help them to

integrate sustainability in their daily

development work.

Information on MaterialConneXion:

www.materialconnexion.com 
Information on brands & values:

www.brandsandvalues.com �
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POPAI at EuroShop 2011
Award Ceremony for the first POPAI award
specifically for the German-speaking world 

After the success of the POPAI
Village in 2008, POPAI D-A-
CH e.V. (Point of Purchase

Advertising International Germany-
Austria-Switzerland) is planning an
even bigger appearance at the
forthcoming EuroShop .      

POPAI Global Village
POPAI intends to offer a vast

competence centre for POP marketing

on approximately 1,400 square metres.

With the POPAI Café and the POPAI

Open Forum, the POPAI Global Village

is a centre of attraction for trade fair

visitors and international friends of

POPAI.

Forum
As in recent years there will again be a

POPAI EuroShop Forum in the POPAI

Village. Here presentations and lectures

are offered from 11:00 am to 4:00 pm.

Admission is free for trade fair visitors.

An extremely broad spectrum of lecture

topics is offered, ranging from

advertising psychology and product

design to content control, price and

advertising communication, to

interactive content and mobile

applications in business. Renowned

companies from all areas of POP

marketing present their projects here.

POP Marketing Conference
The "International EuroShop

Conference" in collaboration with the

EHI Retail Institute will take place for

the third time. Here speakers from

different continents will discuss the

latest developments in the world of POP

marketing.

POPAI D-A-CH e.V. POS Award:
Starting Shot for EuroShop 2011
POPAI has been organising POS awards

worldwide for more than 50 years.

These awards are already excellent

representations of the state of the art in

POS marketing in the USA, France,

England, Australia, Italy, Brazil, Poland

and Russia. Depending on the hosting

country, the best creations of the year in

the areas of POS materials, shop fitting,

store design and recently also digital

media are honoured.

At EuroShop 2011 there will be a

special award for the German-speaking

world for the first time. "We are

extremely pleased that Messe

Düsseldorf is making itself available as a

cooperation partner with its leading

global trade fair, EuroShop," exclaims

Karin Wunderlich, Country Manager for

POPAI D-A-CH. In addition to an

exhibition of the entries, the award

ceremony will also take place at

EuroShop 2011. 15 categories are

planned for POS materials and an

additional 7 categories for digital media.

Entry forms will be available as of

October 2010 and the submission

deadline will be at the end of December

2010. For further information contact

POPAI Deutschland e.V. at

info@popai.de, or www.popai.de.  �

Sustainable product
development specifically
for the retail scene

For the first time at EuroShop
2011, Messe Düsseldorf, in
collaboration with the experts

in innovative material solutions,
Material ConneXion, and
sustainability consulting, brands &
values, is staging a 400m2

inspirational special show on the
current theme of “sustainable
product development”.      

“Sustainability” is on everyone’s lips,

but due to the complexity of the theme,

only a few companies succeed in

realizing the opportunities presented

through the “green” products theme.

Using numerous specific examples, the

special show impressively demonstrates

how savings but also the growth

potential of sustainable product

innovations can be synergetically

exploited through the analysis of

environmental effects and material

options and how companies from

various sectors can make sustainability a

tangible experience for their customers

through such innovations.

The aim of the “Sustainovation”

special show, which will be held right

next to the main entrance to the fair in

Hall 7.0, is to convey well-founded

information on the theme area

sustainability and product innovations,

to inspire through material and product

examples, and in particular, to show

how sustainable, innovative product

solutions can be specifically and

practically implemented. The concept

here is just as easy as it is unique: two

processes are combined, namely

“Product Lifecycle Analyses” (LCA) and

applied material research on the basis of

the largest material library and database

in the world, Material ConneXion.

On the stands, visitors to EuroShop

will have the opportunity to inform

themselves about this process. On

monitors the individual process phases

of lifecycle analysis will be shown and

presented in an easy-to-follow

approach. Important basic information

on the five major sectors to be taken

into account for sustainable product

development (raw materials, transport,

production, product utilization and end

of life) are shown and supported with

specific examples. 

The special show is being

complemented by 80 current material

innovations on the theme of

sustainability from the Material

ConneXion material library. On each day

of the event the material researchers

from Material ConneXion and

innovation consultants from brands &

values will be on hand to answer

questions on the application of

sustainable materials and finishing

processes for the products or the fair

visitors’ store concepts.

A highlight at the show is three

successful examples of sustainable

product development, which have been

created using life cycle assessment and

subsequent material optimization: the

“Sustainovation” – How sustainable innovations
are created 
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